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1571 ABSTRACT 
A closed loop transmission system is described in 
which a plurality of stations have access to each loop 
to write messages into and read messages from stand 
ard-sized message blocks transmitted around the loop. 
One station in each loop provides regeneration of all 
message blocks. The various loops are interconnected 
by switching stations which respond to address infor 
mation at the head of each message block to selec 
tively switch the block to the interconnected loop. 
The next required address is always substituted for the 
current address to simplil‘) address recognition. Alter 
nate and redundant routing are also provided for. 

14 Claims, 23 Drawing Figures 
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INTERCONNECTED LOOP DATA BLOCK 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets C II appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to digital transmission systems 
and, more particularly, to digital transmission by mes 
sage block assignment on a common, time-divided 
transmission loop. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is often desirable to exchange digital information 
between digital machines. If such machines are sepa 
rated by any signi?cant geographic distance, it has 
heretofore been necessary to either purchase or lease a 
dedicated transmission facility between such machines, 
or to arrange a temporary connection between such 
machines by means of common carrier, switched trans 
mission facilities. Since it is the nature of digital ma 
chines to require large amounts of digital channel ca 
pacity, but only for brief periods and only occasionally, 
the heretofore available facilities described above have 
proven very inefficient for this use. Dedicated transmis 
sion facilities, for example, remain unused the vast 
majority of the time. Switched, common carrier facili 
ties tend to be restricted in bandwidth to voice frequen 
cies and are otherwise unsuitable for digital, as con 
trasted with analog, transmission. 
A further problem with switched facilities is the fact 

that it often takes more time to set up the transmission 
path than is required for the entire transmission of data. 
The telephone network requires real time transmission 
in the sense that signals must be delivered substantially 
at the same time they are generated. It therefore is 
standard procedure to set up the communication path 
in its entirety before any signals are transmitted. As a 
result, centralized switching has been used in the tele 
phone plant. Digital transmission of data, on the other 
hand, need not be done in real time and hence it is 
wasteful to set up an entire connection prior to trans 
mission. These facts tend to make presently available 
interconnection facilities uneconomical for interma 
chine digital communications. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide 
improved digital transmission facilities for communica 
tion between digital machines. 

It is a more speci?c object of the present invention to 
provide the efficiency and economy of digital transmis 
sion over large geographical areas. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
national communication network for digital transmis 
sion between digital machines. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the present invention, these and 
other objects are achieved by the provision of a large 
network of intersecting loop transmission lines. That is, 
each transmission line is in the form of a closed loop 
and adjacent loops connected with each other by way 
of loop intersections. 
A transmission network of the type described above 

requires three basic digital equipment stations, a timing 
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2 
station, a data insertion and removal station and a loop 
intersecting station. For convenience, these stations 
may be termed A, B and C stations, respectively. 
Although the loops of the network need not be syn 

chronous, it is desirable that each loop be driven by a 
single clock and that all loop timing be provided by way 
of the carrier wave. The A-station thus serves to close 
the loop and to selectively repeat digital transmissions 
around the loop. Provisions must be made in the A-sta 
tion, however, to prevent endless recycling. 
The data insertion and removal B-station must be 

timed and synchronized by information received on the 
transmission line. It is preferable that the transmission 
time on the loop be divided into a plurality of equally 
sized blocks into which are placed digital messages of 
preselected size accompanied by address and synchro 
nizing information. The B-station receives digital data 
from the source, assembles this information into mes 
sage blocks, inserts the required address and synchro 
nizing information, and launches the entire block on 
the transmission loop. This B-station also scans the 
address information of received blocks and accepts for 
local delivery those blocks addressed to the local digital 
machine. 
The loop switching C-station must buffer data to 

accommodate different bit rates in the intersecting 
loops and must decide whether to transfer a block from 
its current loop to the other loop. 
A digital communication network of the type de 

scribed above has the decided advantage of making 
efficient use of the digital transmission facilities. More 
over, such a network can grow gradually and economi 
cally, both geographically and in traffic-handling ca 
pacity, due to the simple repeating stations which can 
be added to the network. Such a transmission network 
also allows sophisticated digital machine users to them 
selves provide the necessary address information and 
whatever error control is required. Finally, such a digi 
tal transmission network need not be supervised over 
the digital network itself. The voice frequency tele 
phone network is already available for such supervi 
sion. 
These and other objects and features, the nature of 

the present invention and its various advantages will be 
more readily understood upon consideration of the 
attached drawings and of the following detailed de 
scription of the drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. I is a general block diagram of a data transmis 

sion system in accordance with the present invention; 
FIGS. 2A and 2B are suggested message formats for 

data blocks to be transmitted on the transmission sys 
tem of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a general block diagram of a station circuit 

suitable for use in the system of FIG. I; 
FIG. 4 is a detailed circuit diagram of a timing gener 

ator circuit useful in the station circuit of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a detailed circuit diagram of a parallel read 

shift register useful as Shift Register A in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 6 is a detailed circuit diagram of a parallel read 

write shift register useful as Shift Register 8 in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 7 is a detailed circuit diagram of a start-of-block 

and destination code detector useful in the control 
circuits of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 8 is a detailed circuit diagram of a hog preven 

tion control circuit useful in the control circuits of FIG. 
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FIG. 9 is a detailed circuit diagram of a loop and type 

control circuit useful in the control circuits of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 10 is a detailed circuit diagram of a read-write 

control circuit useful in the control circuits of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 11 is a detailed circuit diagram of a write logic 

circuit useful in the station circuit of FIG. 3: 
FIG. I2 is a detailed circuit diagram of a command 

word encoder useful in the write logic circuit of FIG. 11 
when used in an A-station; 
FIG. 13 is a detailed circuit diagram of a read logic 

circuit useful in the station circuit of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 14 is a detailed circuit diagram of data output 

circuits useful in the station circuit of FIG. 3; 
FIG. 14A is a detailed circuit diagram of an address 

repositioning circuit useful in the output circuits of 
FIG. 14; 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram of a C-station useful in the 
data transmission network of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 16 is a block diagram of a buffer store unit 
useful in the C~station of FIG. I5; 
FIGS. 17A and 17B comprise a detailed circuit dia 

gram of a C-station controller useful in the C-station of 
FIG. 15; 
FIG. 18 is a block diagram of a trunk loop modi?ca‘ 

tion of the data transmission system of FIG. I which 
allows locally heavy inter-regional traffic to avoid load 
ing the national loop; . 
FIG. 19 is a block diagram of a modi?cation of the 

data transmission system of FIG. 1 which allows over 
?ow traffic to use an alternate route between regional 
loops; and ‘ 

FIG. 20 is a block diagram ofa redundant loop modi 
fication of the data transmission system of FIG. 1. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Before proceeding to a detailed description of the 
drawings, it should be noted that all of the circuits 
described herein may be realized, in the illustrative 
embodiment, by using integrated circuits. Each of the 
circuits can be found, for example, in “TI'L Integrated 
Circuits Catalog from Texas Instruments," Catalog 
CCZOI, dated Aug. 1, 1969. Similar circuits are avail 
able from other manufacturers as listed at pages A-9 
through A-24 of the CC 20l Catalog. 

Referring more particularly to FIG. I, there is shown 
a graphical representation of an intersecting loop data 
transmission system in accordance with the present 
invention. In a nationwide data transmission system, for 
example, a national loop 10 interconnects a plurality of 
regional loops, illustrated in FIG. 1 by regional loops 
ll, 12, 13 and 14. The regional loops, in turn, each 
interconnect a plurality of local loops. lllustratively, 
regional loop 11 interconnects local loops I5 and 16, 
regional loop 12 interconnects local loops l7 and 18, 
regional loop 13 interconnects local loops I9 and 20, 
and regional loop 14 interconnects local loops 2] and 
22. The digital transmission system of FIG. 1 thus com 
prises a plurality of closed transmission loops which 
intersect at selected points to permit the transfer of 
digital messages between the loops. Three basic digital 
components are provided in FIG. 1 in addition to the 
transmission loops themselves. 

First, there is provided a timing unit labelled as sta‘ 
tion “A” for closing each loop. Thus loops 10 through 
22 are each provided with an A-station 23, all of which 
are identical. The A-stations serve to provide synchro 

4 
nization and timing for the associated loops and permit 
the loops to‘be closed on themselves. i 
Data access stations 24, called, ‘.‘B~staltions," are pro 

vided on all of the local loops 15 through 22 to permit 
access to the local loops by data sources and/or data 
sinks. Any number of B=stationsecan be included on 
each'local loop. Regional‘loo‘ps 11 through 14, and 
national loop 10, differ from the local loops only in that 
no data access B-stations are found on loops l0 
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A special unit, called a “C-station” is placed at the 
intersections between the loops. Thus, C-stations 25 
and 26 form the intersections between regional loop 11 
and local loops 1'5 and 16, respectively; C-stations 27 
and 28 form the intersections between regional loop 12 
and local. loops I7 and 18; C-stations 29 and 30 form 
the intersections between regional loop 13 and local 
loops 19 and 20; and CLstations 31 and 32 from the 
intersections between regional loop 14 and local loops 
2] and 22. Similarly, C-stations 33, 34, 35 and 36 form 
intersections between regional loops 1], l2, l3 and 14, 
respectively, and national loop 10. 
The network of'FIG. 1 is only illustrative of the types 

of data networks envisioned by the present invention. 
The geographical extent of each loop and the number 
of access (“B") stations on each loop depends upon the 
information capacity of the associated‘loop and the 
loading provided by each access station. It is antici 
pated that the various loops will have differing channel 
capacities, depending of these factors. Moreover, 
transmission on these loops need not be synchronous 
and the speed of transmission on different loops can be 
different. a 

In operation, data to be transmitted on the system is 
inserted on a local loop at one of the B-stations in a 
standard length message format and associated with an 
appropriate address. This message block transverses 
the local loop until a C-station is reached to which a 
loop transfer must take place in order to deliver the 
message block to the designated address. If the destina 
tion is on the local loop, of course, themessage will be 
delivered to that destination without ever leaving the 
local loop. 1 r 

In transferring blocks of information from one loop 
to another, buffering is provided at the C-stations to 
take care of any differences in bit rates or timing. This 
buffer must be of an appropriate size to prevent exces 
sive message blocking clue to buffer overload. The 
operation of the system of FIG. I will be more readily 
understood upon consideration of the message block 
formats shown in FIGS. 2A and 2B.> 
As can be seen in FIGS. 2A and 28, each message 

block consists of a sequence of. digital words of stan 
dard length. The number of such digital words in each 
message block is fixed. In the illustrative embodiment 
of FIGS. 2A and 2B, the message format is composed 
of 128, 8-bit words, each separated from the others by 
a guard bit. All of the guard bits are “l‘s" to prevent 
long strings of “0's" which would make it difficult to 
maintain synchronization. Synchronization and timing 
recovery is also greatly simpli?ed by the repetitive 
patterns of “1" bits. The above framing bit pattern is 
violated in only one circumstance: a “O“ bit is placed in 
the initial guard bit preceding the first word of the 
message block. A Start~of~Block code comprising all 
“0‘s" forms the. first word of each message block; Thus, 
the “0" guard bit, together with the 90's" of the Start 
of-Block code, provide the only occurrence of nine 
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consecutive “O‘s." this occurrence can be detected to 
start framing and initiate block access for reading or 
writing purposes. 
The second word of each message block comprises a 

control word which carries a coded representation of 
the status of the message block, i.e., whether the block 
is vacant or full, whether the message is private or 
broadcast, whether the message is for local or foreign 
delivery and other conditions to be hereinafter de 
scribed. The detailed contents of this control word will 
be described later in connection with FIG. 1. 
The third word of each message block comprises a 

destination code indicating the destination to which the 
message block is to be delivered. Although only one 
word has been reserved for the destination code in FIG. 
2A, it is apparent that two or more words may be used 
for this purpose in order to accommodate the required 
number of destinations. Similarly, the source code in 
the fourth word of FIG. 2A may likewise occupy two or 
more words of a message block depending upon the 
number of bits required to distinguish between all of 
the possible sources. ‘ 
Following the source code in FIG. 2A is a plurality of 

data words comprising the substance of the message 
blocks. This data is supplied by the user of the system 
as a serial sequence of binary bits which the B-stations 
22 arbitrarily divide up into 8-bit words. Users of the 
system may therefore provide their own error control 
by way of redundant coding. The message format of 
FIG. 28 will be discussed in connection with FIG. 15. 

In FIG. 3 there is shown a general clock diagram of a 
station circuit useful as A or B-stations in the communi 
cation system of FIG. 1. Digital signals traversing a loop 
appear at input terminals 50 and are applied via isolat 
ing transformer 51 to data receiver 52. Data receiver 
52 demodulates the received signals and, if necessary, 
translates the binary signals to the appropriate voltage 
levels required for the balance of the circuits, passing 
the signals to timing recovery circuit 53 and shift regis 
ter 54. 
Timing recovery circuit 53 utilizes the pulse repeti 

tions of the message block to synchronize a local clock 
in order to provide timing information for the balance 
of the circuits. The clock pulses thus provided are sup 
plied to timing generator circuit 55 which provides all 
of the timing pulses required to synchronize the opera 
tions of the balance of the circuit. The timing generator 
55 will be discussed in greater detail in connection with 
FIG. 4. 

Shift register 54, which will be described in greater 
detail in connection with FIG. 5, is a serial input, serial 
output, 9-bit shift register having parallel access to all 
of the stages for reading purposes. Thus, the outputs of 
all of the stages of shift register 54 are made available 
to control circuits 56 by way of leads 57. 
The control circuits 56 respond to the various codes 

in the first three words of each message block to initiate 
and control the operation of the station circuit of FIG. 
3. Control circuits 56, for example, detect the Start-of 
Bloclt synchronizing code, detect the data block con 
trol word, and detect the loop destination code. These 
control circuits will be discussed in greater detail in 
connection with FIGS. 7 through 10. 
The output of shift register 54 is applied to shift regis 

ter 58 which is an eight-stage, serial input, serial output 
shift register with both parallel reading and parallel 
writing access thereto. Thus, write logic circuits 59, 
under the control of signals from control circuits 56 
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6 
and signals from a local data source by way of leads 60, 
control the writing of data appearing on leads 6I in 
series or in parallel into shift register 58. Similarly, read 
logic circuits 62, under the control of signals from 
control circuits 56 and signals on read control leads 63, 
permit the reading, in series or in parallel, of message 
words from shift register 58 onto data output leads 64. 
It can thus be seen that message blocks can be entered 
into and removed from the transmission loop one word 
at a time by way of shift register 58. 
The serial output of shift register 58 is applied to data 

output circuits 65, to be discussed in more detail in 
connection with FIG. 14. In general, data output circuit 
65 inserts or reinserts the one-bits in the guard spaces 
between message words and, when necessary, inter 
changes the source and destination codes in order to 
return undelivered messages to the sender. 
A loop initialization circuit 66 is provided for A-sta 

tions only and is used to initilize the loop when message 
block framing is lost. In general, this is accomplished by 
inserting nine zeroes followed by all ones on the loop. 
The loop initialization circuit 66 will be discussed in 
more detail in connection with FIG. 14. 
The output of data output circuits 65 is applied to a 

data transmitter 67 which may be used to remodulate 
the data to be desired frequency range for transmission 
on the loop. This modulated data is transmitted by way 
of isolating transformer 68 and output terminals 69 to 
the transmission loop. 
The block diagram of FIG. 3 performs all of the func 

tions necessary for A- or B-stations in FIG. I. Slight 
modi?cations are required for A-station use. Clock 
signals, for example, may be provided from a local 
pulse source rather than from a timing recovery circuit 
53. The read and write logic circuits 62 and 59 are not 
required since no data access takes place at the A-sta 
tion. The loop initialization circuit 66, however, is re 
quired. Most of the balance of the circuitry of FIG. 3 
can be identical in B-stations and in A-stations. Indeed, 
susbstantial manufacturing savings may be effected by 
constructing a single station which can be manually 
modi?ed to serve as either an A-station or a B-station. 

In order to better understand the various control 
signals utilized in the realization of FIG. 3, as illustrated 
in detail in FIGS. 4 through 14, the logic signals appear 
ing on each lead have been indicated by an alphanu 
meric sequence which forms a code for the logic value. 
For a better understanding of these signals, the follow 
ing glossary of logic terms is provided and can be re 
ferred to in connection with the balance of the figures. 

Glossary of Terms 

ADAT A-station loop data 
ASCW Enable A~station control codes to SRB 
BCT(Xl Bit counter flip-?op X 
BDAT B-station loop data 
BLC(X) Block length counter; hit X 
BLOV Block length oversize 
BLUN Block length undersize 
BSCW Enable B-station control codes to 

SR8 
CLK Clock 
CRRQ Common read request 
CWO'HX) Data block control word out; bit 

X 
ENLDB Enable loading of B Register 
ENWR Enable write 
ESIN Enable serial input 
ESWR Enable serial write 
FCCID Block full and has not passed A. 

station code detected 
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Glossary of Terms 

FCCII) Block full and passed A-station 
code detected 

FCL‘ED Blttck full with S & D 
interchanged code detected 

l-FRR Format Error 
F(i$\ (' Format loop generated stnt 

iuriti: 9 1mm) 
FLCIIX) Formgni'local control word III. hit 

X 
FRMT Format loop 
HCZI) HC field 7cm detected 
HPFF HOG prevention flip Flop 
|('SD Interchange source and 

destination codes 
INtX) Parallel data in; hit X 
INSR Enable input to SRB 
KtX] Bit X input to SRB 
LClXlD LC field hit X detected 
LCDAT Loop closing huft'er data out 
LDSRB Load shift register B 
LPCW Loop Closing Buffer Write Gate 
NCZD Nine consecutive zeroes detected 

in SRA 

NRSET Nine consecutive zeroes detected Reset 
OUTIX) Parallel data out, bit X 
PRSTB Parallel read strobe 
PWSTB Parallel write strobe 
PBLC Reset Block Length Counter 
RD Terminal reading data from line 
RDC Terminal reading common 

message 
RDP Terminal reading private message 
RDRQ Read request 
SFLC Start format loop cycle 
SIN Serial data input 
SHFTB Shift register B 
SOBD Start of Block detected 
SOUT Serial data out 
SRAl X) Shift register A, bit X 
SRBl X) Shift register B; hit X 
SRSET Start of block reset 
SRSTB Serial read strobe 
SWSTB serial write strobe 
TAD Terminal destination comparison 

gate 
TCtXlD TC ?eld bit X detected 
TDAD Terminal destination address 

detected 
TICLK TI repeater clock 
TIDAT TI repeater data 
T9 Bit time 9 
TQCLK Bit time 9 clock 
VCCD Vacant control code detected 
WCTtX) Word counter; hit X 
WDIX) Word time X 
WR Terminal writing data onto line 
WRRQ Write request 
WStXl Wired source address; hit X 
WSSR Enabled wired source code to 

SRA 
WOT9 Word zero bit time nine 
WOT‘JD WOT9 delayed 
WIT‘) Word one hit time nine 
XCLK Crystal clock 
ZERO Contents of SRA is zero 

In FIG. 4 there is shown a detailed circuit diagram of 
a timing generator circuit useful as timing generator 55 
in FIG. 3. The timing generator of FIG. 4 comprises a 
fourstage bit counter 100 and a three-stage word 
counter 101. Bit counter 100, in turn, comprises stages 
102, I03, 104 and 105 and is arranged to recycle after 
a count of nine by means of AND gates 106 and 107 
and a feedback path 108 from counting stage 105 to 
counting stage 102. The hit counter 100, after being 
preset to an initial state by an SRSET signal on lead 
109, counts clock pulses on lead 110, producing an 
output pulse on lead 111 once for every nine clock 
pulses. This T9 pulse on lead 111 is combined with a 
clock pulse on lead 110 in AND gate 112 to provide a 
TQCLK pulse on lead 113. This T9CLK pulse forms the 
input to word counter 101. 
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Word counter 101 comprises stages I14, 115 and 
116 connected in cascaded fashion and having the 
outputs of each ofthese stages supplied to a word count 
decoder 117. Word counter 101, after being preset to 
an initial state by a signal on lead 109. counts T9CLK 
pulses on lead 113. Word count decoder 117 utilizes 
the binary outputs of stages 114, 115 and 116 to pro 
vide output signals sequentially on output leads 118. 
The signals on leads 118 delineate the word intervals 
illustrated graphically in FIG. 2. The output on the last 
word lead 119 is supplied by way of inverting circuit 
120 to disable the input to stage 114. In this way. the 
word counter 101 counts up to a word count of five and 
then remains latched there until reset by a signal on 
lead 109. . 

When the circuits of FIG. 4 are used in an A-station, 
a block length counter 121 is also provided to count the 
words in the entire message block. A block length dc— 
coder 122 provides an output signal on lead 123 when 
the block length count is less than the desired value and 
provides an output signal on lead 124 when the block 
length count exceeds the desired block length. These 
underlengths (BLUN) and overlength (BLOV) signals 
are used to control the loop initialization circuits to be 
desired hereinafter in connection with FIG. 14. 
Counter 121 is reset to its initial state by an RBLC 
signal on lead 125. 

Referring to FIG. 5, there is shown a detailed circuit 
diagram of shift register A, useful as shift register 54 in 
FIG. 3. The shift register of FIG. 5 comprises nine 
stages, 150 through 158. Serial input data (derived 
from data receiver 52 in FIG. 3) appears at input termi 
nal 159 and is applied directly to the set input of the 
first stage 150, and through inverter 171, to the reset 
input of stage 150. Inverted clock pulses (from timing 
recovery circuits 53 in FIG. 3) appear at terminal 160 
and are applied to all of stages 150 through 158 to 
advance the data signals through these stages. The 
serial output pulses from the shift register of FIG. 5 
appear at output terminal 161. 
The individual stages 150-158 of the shift register of 

FIG. 5 also provide parallel output signals to.. output 
terminals 162 through 170 respectively. It is therefore 
apparent that data can be written into the shift register 
of FIG. 5 in a serial fashion from terminal 159, may be 
read out of shift register A in a serial fashion via termi 
nal 161, and may be read out of shift register A in 
parallel by way of terminals 162 through 170. The 
outputs at terminals 162 through 170 are connected to 
the control circuits 56 (FIG. 3) which will be discussed 
in more detail in connection with. FIGS. 7 through 9. In 
general, the ?rst-three words of each message block, as 
they pass throughlthe shift register of FIG. 5, are ap 
plied in parallel to “the control circuits of FIGS. 7 
through 9 to control the operation. of the station. 
Referring more particularly to FIG. 6, there is shown 

a detailed circuit diagram of shift register B, useful as 
shift register 58 in FIG. 3. The shift register of FIG. 6 
comprises eight stages, 200 through 207. Serial data, 
appearing at input lead 208 (derived from terminal 161 
in FIG. 5), is applied to the ?rst stage 200 both directly 
and after inversion in inverter 209. Shift pulses appear 
ing on bus 212 are applied to all of the stages 200-207 
to advance data‘through these stages. Serial output 
data appears on outputlead 213. I 
The shift pulses on bus 212 are derived from gate 

214, having one enable input and two disable inputs. 
Inverse clock pulses from lead 210 are applied to the 
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enable input. The output of OR gate 251 is applied to 
one disable input, and T9 timing pulses (from lead 111 
in FIG. 4) are applied to the other disable inputs of gate 
214. Shift register 8 therefore advances only during the 
eight word-bit intervals and no advance takes place 
during the T9 clock pulse interval as determined by T9 
signals on lead 215. 
The ICSD signal on lead 216 is also applied to disable 

gate 214. This signal indicates that the source and des 
tination codes at the beginning of the message block 
should be interchanged to return an undelivered mes 
sage block to the sender. This is accomplished by re 
taining the destination code in shift register B and gat 
ing the source code from shift register A. This proce 
dure will be described in greater detail in connection 
with FIG. 14. 

Shift register B in FIG. 6 can be loaded in parallel 
from input leads 217 to 224 by means of a loading 
signal on bus 225. The loading signal on bus 225 is 
applied simultaneously to AND gates 226 through 233 
to gate signals from leads 217 to 224, respectively, to 
the corresponding one of stages 200 through 207, and 
to force these stages to the corresponding states, 
whether “0" or “I.“ 
The loading signal on bus 225 is derived from the 

output of AND gate 236. Gate 236, in turn, is enabled 
by the simultaneous application of an inverse clock 
pulse from lead 210, a T9 pulse from lead 215, and the 
output from OR gate 237. The inputs to OR gate 237 
comprise a signal ‘on lead 234, indicating the detection 
of a start-of-block signal, a signal on lead 238, indicat 
ing that data input is available for writing into shift 
register 13; a signal on lead 239, indicating that the local 
source code is available for writing into shift register B; 
a signal on 240, indicating that station control codes for 
a B-station are available for writing into shift register B; 
and, ?nally, a signal on lead 241, indicating that station 
control codes for an A-station are available for writing 
into shift register B. 

Parallel inputs from stages 200 through 207 are avail 
able on leads 242 through 249, respectively, for deliv 
ery to the read logic circuit of FIG. 13. The output of 
stage 200 appearing on output lead 242 can also be 
used as a serial output of the same data when it is deliv 
ered by way of lead 250. 

It can be seen that the shift register of FIG. 6 provides 
serial input, serial output, parallel write-in and parallel 
read-out. In general, shift register B provides the access 
point to which locally derived data may be entered into 
a message block on the transmission loop and from 
which data can be read from the message block to a 
local data utilization circuit. Such reading and writing 
is done in words of eight bits, one word at a time, under 
the control of signals to be described hereinafter. 

In FIG. 7 there is shown a detailed circuit diagram of 
a portion of the control circuits 56 of FIG. 1. The cir 
cuits of FIG. 7 comprise a Start-of—BIock detector suit 
able for detecting the nine zeroes Start-of-bloek syn 
chronizing code illustrated in FIG. 2, and for detecting 
a destination code corresponding to the local data utili 
zation circuit. To this end, three flip~?ops 260, 261 and 
262 are provided. An AND gate 263 detects zeroes in 
the first eight stages of shift register A of FIG. 5 more 
AND gate 264 utilizes this condition in coincidence 
with a zero output from the last stage to produce a 
signal to set NCZD flip-flop 26]. An output is thus 
produced on output lead 265, which upon the appear~ 
ance of the next succeeding clock pulse at lead 266, 
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10 
and provided there is no “0" output from flip—flop 260, 
fully enables AND gate 267 to provide an NRSET reset 
signal on lead 268. This reset signal is used to initialize 
all of the circuits of the station for the reception of the 
message block. It will be noted that only the ?rst word 
ofa message block will present nine consecutive zeroes 
to this detection circuit and thus provides a unique 
framing signal for the message block. 
The output of ?ip-?op 261, appearing on lead 265, is 

also applied to one input of AND gate 269. A “I" 
signal output from the next to last stage of shift register 
A, appearing on lead 270, completes the enablement of 
AND gate 269, ‘setting Start-o?Block detecting flip 
flop 260 to the I-output state, thus providing a signal 
on lead 271. This output on lead 271 is applied to AND 
gate 272 which, when completely enabled by the next 
clock pulse on lead 266, and provided no delayed WOT 
9D pulse from delay circuit 279 appears, provides an 
output pulse to lead 273. This output pulse is used to 
preset the counters 100 and 101 of the timing genera 
tor of FIG. 4 and thus initiate a timing cycle. Flip-?ops 
260 and 261 are reset by the I~output of ?ip-?op 260 
appearing on lead 271. Flip-flop 261 may be set to the 
"1“ output condition by an FGSYC signal on lead 277 
from FIG. 14, indicating that loop initialization is tak 
ing place. 

It can be seen that flip-?ops 260 and 261, together 
with the associated logic circuitry, detect the Start-of‘ 
Block synchronizing code and detect the next following 
guard bit to initiate the timing signals. Each new mes 
sage block resynchronizes the station timing circuits by 
way of these detection circuits. 
Also shown in FIG. 7 is a terminal destination address 

detector comprising flip-?op 262 which is set by the 
output of AND gate 274. The eight inputs to AND gate 
274 are wired to the stages of shift register A in FIG. 5 
according to a pattern which detects the address code 
of the local data utilization circuits. 

Flip-?op 262 can be set only in the presence of an 
output from AND gate 275 to which there is applied 
the T9CLK pulses from lead 113 in FIG. 4 and the WDI 
pulses from the appropriate one of leads 118 in FIG. 4. 
Flip-flop 262 is reset by a VCCD signal on lead 276, 
indicating that the received block is vacant or unused. 
It can thus be seen that ?ip-flop 262 is set whenever the 
message being received is destined for the local B-sta 
tion and is reset if the message block is vacant. The 
output of ?ip-?op 262 is used (in FIG. 10) to initiate a 
block reading sequence. 
Before proceeding to a description of the balance of 

the control circuits corresponding to block 56 in FIG. 
1, it is first convenient to describe the format of the 
data block control word appearing as the second word 
in each message block. The 8-bit control word is di 
vided up into four ?elds of 2 bits each. These fields are 
assigned in accordance with Table I. 

TABLE I 

Data Block Control Word Format 
Bil 
position Bit I D. Description 

SRAII H2 
SRA'I Hl Hog Prevention Control Field HC 
SRA6 
SRAS Not Used 
SRA4 LCZ 
SRAJ LCI Loop Vacant-Full Control Field 

LC 
SRA2 TC2 






















